
The pronunciation of the English Language is one of the biggest constructs Italians
struggle with when learning the language. This workshop has been crafted to aid
English teachers in improving their own pronunciation of English works and help
them sport common errors that their students make. The workshop is also packed
with creative ideas for teachers to use in their classrooms to practice pronunciation.

Level:  Primaria I - V
             Media I, II & III

Durata:  4 ore

Costo: FREE

Codice SOFIA: 48104

Contatti: formazione@educoitalia.it

Obiettivi

·Provide new ideas for classroom
lessons and practical activities to
improve your students
pronunciation
Key words; pronunciation,
phonology, phonemic 

Ship or Sheep - A pronunciation Workshop

Educo Workshops

Educo Italia 

·Attend a course held in English
with mother tongue experts 
·Discover new theories and
strategies for teaching and
learning English 
·Deepen your knowledge of
English with specific attention
paid to pronunciation 

FREE



Programma
Registrazione
Warm up e rompighiaccio
 Introductions including body and vocal warm-ups. Learn how to take care of
your voice as a teacher and some tongue twisters for adults. 
Pronunciation basics. An overview of basic pronunciation errors, use of
phonemic charts and games to play for practising pronunciation. 
20 mins – Break 
Using drama and theatre for practising pronunciation. Practical drama
session showing how these techniques can improve pronunciation. 
 Conclusions and feedback . Riflessioni, discussioni, valutazioni e chiusura

Note: This workshop will be adapted to reflect the age group of your class (either
Primaria or Secondaria or Superiore). 

Rachel McMillan

Our team of teacher trainers have a wealth
experience in drama, theatre and educat
Between them they have degrees 
Community drama and theatre and over 10
hours teaching experince. Each of our teac
trainers have taken part in Educo cam
taught PON courses and contributed to 
creation of Educo's extensive dida
material. Each of our trainers bring their o
personal experience and skills to th
workshops and provide a quality experie
for all participants. 

Educo Teacher Trainers

Programma

Our team of teacher trainers have a wealth of
experience in drama, theatre and education.
Between them they have degrees in
Community drama and theatre and over 1000
hours teaching experince. Each of our teacher
trainers have taken part in Educo camps,
taught PON courses and contributed to the
creation of Educo's extensive didactic
material. Each of our trainers bring their own
personal experience and skills to their
workshops and provide a quality experiecne
for all participants. 

Educo Teacher Trainers



Educo has four key principles that we
believe all teachers and learners
should share: 
Global Citizenship, Digital Innovation,
Creative Application and Motivation to
Learn. With these four principles we
hope to created well rounded 'future
proof' teachers and students!

 

How we do it... 
The Educo team works as an
Educational Collective with expertise
across a range of methodologies and
teaching practices. We learn from
each other and share what we believe
to be the best practices for creating
students and teachers that are
motivated, innovative, creative and
culturally aware. 

 

Educo has over 15 years experience in English
education and is accredited by MIUR  based
on the Ministerial Directive n.  170 of
21/03/2016. Educo is a Trinity College London
Exam Centre (Registered Exam Center
64205) and our TEFL- Performance and Play
course for tutors is accredited by the
International TEFL Accreditation Council. So,
you can be sure that you and your students
are gaining the best quality experience. 

What we do...

Experience and Quality

When  you complete an Educo teacher
course you don't just gain the first-hand
experience of our expert teacher trainers but
gain ongoing support from a company that
cares. All our workshops and courses are
accompanied by post-teaching materials to
put your knowledge into practice. You can
also access our free resources online, get
discounts on other Educo products and our
offices are always available to answer your
queries. 

An Ongoing Commitment


